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Discover overview
With Discover, you can find and maintain an inventory of interfaces in your environment. By
installing the Tanium™ Client on your endpoints, you can actively monitor the local subnet,
detect unmanaged interfaces, and report the interfaces to Discover. You can then perform
the following tasks:
l

Block unmanaged interfaces from network access.

l

Deploy Tanium Client to bring endpoints under management.

l

Get real-time information about unmanaged interfaces on your network.

Tanium-managed endpoints scan for or detect unmanaged interfaces at configurable
intervals. Discover queries endpoints for updated detection data periodically. New
information is immediately available. The detection process provides continuous scanning
without impact to network operations.
Discover is integrated with a collection of sensors, packages, and actions. With this tool set,
you can bring network interfaces under management within minutes of detection.

Unmanaged interface discovery
You can choose between several discovery methods that detect interfaces that are on the
network but not under Tanium management. Tanium Client initiates scans at regular
intervals throughout the network environment. For more information, see Discovering
unmanaged interfaces on page 18.

Client deployment
You can use the Discover Client Deploy solution to deploy the Tanium Client to the
unmanaged interfaces to bring the computers under management by Tanium™ Server. For
more information, see Deploying Tanium Client to unmanaged endpoints on page 25.

Interface labels
Labels include descriptive information or metadata that you can use to identify and group
interfaces. Then, you can classify or search interfaces based on the labels. You can also
automatically apply labels or ignore interfaces based on a specifically defined set of
conditions. For more information about labels, see Managing interfaces on page 35.
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Network Access Control (NAC) integration
Discover integrates with NAC solutions that perform network access blocking. With this
capability, you can quickly identify and block rogue interfaces from the network.
The Palo Alto Networks integration uses the capabilities of the Palo Alto Networks NG
Firewall to provide network access control blocking as a built-in action of Discover. For
more information, see Block network access on page 39.

Notifications
Discover records events when an unmanaged interface is found, a new managed endpoint
is found, or if an interface is lost. Discover can send these events to another system, such
as a SIEM, email, or file, with a connection in Tanium™ Connect. This connection sends the
event notification from Discover to a configured destination. For more information about
configuring the Discover notifications connection, see Configuring Discover notifications on
page 44.

This documentation may provide access to or information about content, products (including hardware and software), and services provided by third
parties (“Third Party Items”). With respect to such Third Party Items, Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not responsible for such items, and expressly
disclaim all warranties and liability of any kind related to such Third Party Items and (ii) will not be responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred
due to your access to or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set forth otherwise in an applicable agreement between you and Tanium.
Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combination with Tanium products with any particular Third Party Items and
neither Tanium nor its affiliates shall have any responsibility for any infringement of intellectual property rights caused by any such combination. You, and
not Tanium, are responsible for determining that any combination of Third Party Items with Tanium products is appropriate and will not cause infringement
of any third party intellectual property rights.
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Getting started
1. Install Tanium Discover.
If you are installing for the first time, see Installing Tanium Discover on page 13.
If you are upgrading from a previous version, see Upgrading from previous versions
of Discover on page 15.
2. Configure discovery so that you can find unmanaged interfaces.
For more information, see Configure discovery methods on page 22.
3. Deploy Tanium Client to unmanaged endpoints.
For more information, see Deploying Tanium Client to unmanaged endpoints on
page 25.
4. Organize your endpoints and interfaces with labels, or block network interfaces. For
more information, see Managing interfaces on page 35.
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Requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Tanium Discover™ (Discover).

Tanium dependencies
Component Requirement
Platform

Version 6.5 or later.

Tanium
Client

All Tanium Client versions are supported.

Tanium
Connect

Version 3.2 or later (for network blocking and notifications).

License

For information about licensing Discover, contact your Technical Account Manager
(TAM). The license for Discover includes the following solutions:
l

Discover

l

Discover Client Deploy

Third-party software requirements
l

PsExec v2.11 or later (Optional; for using PSEXEC to deploy Tanium Client)

Tanium Module Server computer resources
Discover is installed and runs as a service on the Module Server host computer. The impact
on Module Server host computer sizing is minimal and depends on usage. Contact your
TAM for details.

Host and network security requirements
Specific ports and processes are needed to run Discover.

Ports
The following ports are required for Discover communication.
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Component

Port

Direction Service

Purpose

Module Server

17446 Loopback

Discover

Internal purposes; not externally
accessible.

17447 Loopback

Discover

Internal purposes; not externally
accessible.

Security exclusions
If security software is in use in the environment to monitor and block unknown host system
processes, your security administrator must create exclusions to allow the Tanium
processes to run without interference.
Target Device
Tanium Module Server

Endpoint Computers

Process
l

node.exe

l

ProxyingPlugin.exe

l

twsm.exe

l

7za.exe

l

winpcap-nmap-4.13.exe

l

vcredist_x86.exe

l

nmap.exe

Internet URLs
If security software is deployed in the environment to monitor and block unknown URLS,
your security administrator must whitelist the following URLs:
l

content.tanium.com

Console roles and privileges
Tanium Server 7.0
Administrator user role is required for all Discover functions.

Tanium Server 7.1
Discover 2.2 introduces role-based access control (RBAC) permissions that control access to
the Discover workbench. The three predefined roles are Discover Admin, Discover User,
and Discover Read Only User.
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IMPORTANT: The Discover Administrator role also provides legacy Tanium
Administrator privileges.
Table 1: Tanium 7.1 Discover User Role Privileges
Privilege

Discover
Administrator

Discover
User

Discover
Read Only
User

Show Discover
View managed and unmanaged interfaces

Discover Asset Read
View lists of managed and unmanaged
interfaces, export data from interface
tables

Discover Asset Write
Apply or remove label on an interface

Discover Asset Block
Block interface with Palo Alto Dynamic
Address Group

Discover Asset Unblock
Unblock interface with Palo Alto Dynamic
Address Group

Discover Tag Write
Create or remove labels
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Privilege

Discover
Administrator

Discover
User

Discover
Read Only
User

Discover Manual Import Execute
Import interfaces manually with the
Discover Unmanaged Interfaces button

Discover Settings Write
Edit Discover settings, create discovery
methods
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Installing Tanium Discover
You can install Tanium Discover™ (Discover) from the Solutions page.

Before you begin
l
l

l

Review Requirements on page 9.
If you are upgrading from a previous version of Discover, see Upgrading from
previous versions of Discover on page 15.
You must be assigned the Administrator reserved role to import the Tanium Discover
and Discover Client Deploy solutions.

Note: The procedures and screen captures that are in the documentation are for
Version 7 and later. Version 6 procedures and screens might vary.

Install Discover solution
Import Discover from the Solutions page.
1. From the main menu

, click Tanium Solutions.

2. Under Tanium Discover, click Import Version.
3. In the Content Import Preview window, you can expand the package to review the
Tanium content that is being installed. Click Proceed with Import.
4. After the installation process completes, refresh your browser.
5. From the main menu, click Discover. The Discover home page is displayed.

Install Discover Client Deploy solution
If you plan to use Discover to deploy Tanium Client to your endpoints, install the Discover
Client Deploy solution.
1. From the main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
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2. In the Tanium Content section, select the Discover Client Deploy row and click Import
Solution.

3. Review the list of Packages and Sensors and click Proceed with Import.
To finish configuring the Discover Client Deploy service, see Deploying Tanium Client to
unmanaged endpoints on page 25.

Verify that the correct versions are running
From the Discover home page, click information
. Confirm that the Service Version,
Client Deploy Version, and Workbench Version are at the expected numbers. The Service
Version and Workbench Version should be the same.

Configure service account
You must specify a Tanium administrator user that can be used to run several background
processes for Discover. From the Discover home page, click settings
account settings and click Save Changes.

. Update the service

What to do next
See Getting started on page 8 for more information about configuring scanners to discover
interfaces, deploying the Tanium Client to unmanaged interfaces, and managing interfaces.
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Upgrading from previous versions of
Discover
If you installed previous versions of Discover, make sure that you complete any required
migration activities.

Upgrade Discover
1. From the main menu

, click Tanium Solutions.

2. In the Discover section, click Upgrade to Version.
3. Review the list of Saved Actions, Packages, and Sensors. Most are overwritten during
the upgrade process. Click Proceed with Import.
4. To confirm the upgrade, return to the Tanium Solutions page and check the Installed
version for Discover.
5. Reconfigure the service account. The user name and password is not preserved after
Discover 2.x upgrades. From the Discover home page, click settings
service account settings and click Save Changes.

. Update the

6. The Discover actions get re-created during upgrade. If you have action approval
enabled, you must approve these actions again. From the main menu, click Actions
> Actions I Can Approve. For more information, see Using action approval.

Upgrade the Discover Client Deploy solution
l

l

In Discover 2.0 and later, you must import the Discover Client Deploy solution after
you install the Discover solution. For more information, see Install Discover Client
Deploy solution on page 13.
If you are upgrading from Version 1.1 or earlier, Tanium Connect is no longer a
requirement for Client Deployment. Discover Version 1.2 adds a new user interface
for configuring and deploying the Tanium Client. For more information, see
Deploying Tanium Client to unmanaged endpoints on page 25.

1. From the main menu

, click Tanium Solutions.

2. In the Tanium Content section, select Discover Client Deploy and click Upgrade
Solution.
3. Review the list of Saved Actions, Packages, and Sensors. Most are overwritten during
the upgrade process. Click Proceed with Import.
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4. To confirm the upgrade, return to the Tanium Solutions page and check the Installed
version for Discover Client Deploy.
5. (Optional) In Discover 2.0 and later, PsExec is no longer installed and configured by
default. For more information about configuring PsExec to deploy the Tanium Client,
see (Optional) Set up PsExec on Tanium Module Server on page 29.

Remove unmanaged assets and Discover artifacts from Version 1.0
If you used Discover Version 1.0, you might want to clean up your endpoints by removing
unmanaged assets or Discover artifacts. These artifacts include scan results files,
configuration files, and the scanner utility.

Clean up unmanaged interfaces artifacts
1. Ask the question: Get Has Legacy Unmanaged Assets Artifacts from all
machines

2. Run the following actions against the systems that report true:
l

Remove Legacy Unmanaged Assets from Endpoints

l

Remove Legacy Unmanaged Assets from Endpoints for Non-Windows

These actions remove the following files:
Tanium
Tanium
Tanium
Tanium
Tanium
Tanium
Tanium
Tanium
Tanium

Client\Tools\oui.txt
Client\Tools\unmanaged_assets_Linux_Mac.sh
Client\Tools\Scans\uaresults.txt
Client\Tools\Scans\uaresultsreadable.txt
Client\Tools\Scans\maresults.txt
Client\Tools\Scans\maresultsreadable.txt
Client\Tools\Scans\Names.dat
Client\Tools\Scans\WakeResults.dat
Client\Tools\Scans\WakeResultsReadable.dat

Clean all the endpoints of Discover artifacts
1. Ask the question: Get Has Discover Artifacts from all machines
2. If any endpoints report back as true for having Discover artifacts, run two actions
against that answer:
l Remove Discover from Endpoints
l

Remove Discover from Endpoints for Non-Windows
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When the action runs, any Discover artifacts are removed from the endpoint. The action
looks for the following directory:
Tanium Client\Tools\Discover

Disable scheduled asset tracking actions from Discover Version 1.0
If you upgraded from Discover Version 1.0, you must remove the scanning actions that you
previously configured and add a new scanner configuration.
1. From the main menu, click Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. Verify that the following Unmanaged Asset Tracking actions are disabled:
l Unmanaged Asset Tracking - Run Scan Non-Windows
l

Unmanaged Asset Tracking - Run Scan

l

Unmanaged Asset Tracking - Deploy Scan Tools and Scan - Non-Windows

l

Unmanaged Asset Tracking - Deploy Scan Tools and Scan
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Discovering unmanaged interfaces
When you configure discovery methods, the managed interfaces in your environment are
used to identify unmanaged interfaces. Managed interfaces have Tanium Client installed
and are listed in the Interfaces pages with a red icon
with a gray icon

. Unmanaged interfaces are listed

.

After identifying the unmanaged interfaces, you can bring these interfaces under the
management of your Tanium Server by installing the Tanium Client with the Tanium Client
Deployment service in Discover.

Discovery methods overview
To define a discovery method, you must specify a computer group to scope where the
discovery method runs. For example, you might create a computer group that includes
endpoints only when they are on the secure network.
For active discovery methods, such as simple ping script discovery, you might choose to
scope the discovery to computer groups in a specific subnet and run discovery a few times
a day. For passive discovery methods, you might choose to scope the discovery to a
computer group and run discovery every hour.
Each discovery method has its own set of benefits and drawbacks. A typical configuration
usually contains a combination of passive and active discovery methods that are scoped by
different computer groups and schedules. Work with your Technical Account Manager
(TAM) to ensure that you fully understand the impact before you deploy a discovery
method.

ARP cache discovery
The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) cache discovery method accesses ARP cache tables
that are on all managed endpoints. These ARP cache tables provide data about the
interfaces in the immediate network vicinity of each managed endpoint. When you enable
ARP cache discovery, Discover uses a sensor to collect the ARP cache from each managed
interface.
The ARP cache can include interfaces that are not a part of the network. When ARP cache
discovery runs on a managed interface, it filters out the interfaces that are not in the
immediate network vicinity by removing any interfaces that do not match the first three
octets of any of the IP addresses. For example, the managed interface has one or more IP
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addresses assigned, such as 10.0.0.2 and 192.168.0.2. Only ARP interfaces that match the
first three octets (either 10.0.0. or 192.168.0) are reported.
Supported platforms: Windows, Linux
Discover 1.3 and later also supports: Mac OS X, Solaris, AIX
Data Received: IP Address, MAC, NAT IP Address
Network impact: The ARP cache discovery method has nearly no network impact. This
method uses only a sensor to look at the ARP tables that are already on the endpoint.
Limitations: Online availability data is not available from ARP Cache discovery.
Value on Interfaces pages: arp

Connections discovery
The connections discovery method uses a sensor to collect all current IP connections that
are made to each managed endpoint. Then, this discovery method looks up the interfaces
in the local ARP cache to resolve the related MAC address.
This discovery method improves on the ARP cache discovery because of the IP connection
data.
When connections discovery runs on an endpoint that has the Tanium Client, it filters out
the interfaces that do not reside in the subnet of the endpoint.
Supported platforms: Windows
Data Received: IP Address, MAC, NAT IP Address
Network impact: Connections discovery has nearly no impact on the network. This method
uses only a sensor to discover interfaces.
Value on Interfaces pages: connected

Simple ping script discovery
The simple ping script discovery method finds unmanaged interfaces by automatically
distributing a scanning package to the Tanium managed endpoints, then scanning only in
the gaps between the managed interfaces. Scanning only in the gaps eliminates many of
the common issues with network scanners that generate a lot of network traffic and trigger
alarms in intrusion prevention systems (IPS) and firewalls.
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Managed endpoints are connected to each other in a linear chain architecture. On a single
managed endpoint, the scanning package calculates a range of IP addresses to scan by
looking at its peers in the linear chain. This range is from the backward peer in the linear
chain to either the forward peer or the end of the subnet.
After the range is calculated, the scanning package pings the targeted IP addresses. After it
finds interfaces, the simple ping script resolves host names. Isolated endpoints are not
scanned by default. Isolated endpoints are endpoints that are on an isolated subnet, or
appear to be on an isolated subnet because the endpoint has no peers. For more
information about isolated subnets, see Tanium Client Deployment Guide: Configure
"isolated subnets". To override this behavior, select the Enable Scanning on Isolated
Endpoints option when you configure the discovery method.
When the results are imported, the Discover service checks to see if the interface is
managed or unmanaged. The MAC and Device Type are also resolved as a part of the
import process.
Supported platforms: Windows, Linux, Mac OS X
Discover 1.3 and later also supports: Solaris, AIX
Data Received: IP Address, MAC, Device Type, Hostname, and NAT IP Address
Network impact: The simple ping script discovery method uses a sensor and package. The
network impact is running a ping -a command for each targeted IP address.
The simple ping script discovery causes a bit more network impact, therefore you might
choose to run it on a smaller computer group or at a longer interval.
Limitations: The automatic scanning package distribution and configuration must be
completed before discovery can begin. The package distribution takes about one and a half
times the configured reissue setting. For example, if you have the simple ping method set
to run every hour, unmanaged interfaces start to display in Discover after 1.5 hours.
However, this distribution cost is only incurred upon creation or update of the ping
discovery method.
Value on Interfaces pages: script

Nmap scan discovery
Nmap scan discovery finds unmanaged interfaces by automatically distributing a scanning
package to the Tanium managed endpoints, then using the Network Mapper (Nmap) utility
for network discovery and security auditing to do host discovery. Nmap can find
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information about network interfaces beyond what can be acquired with the other
discovery methods, including OS fingerprinting.
The Nmap scan discovery method calculates a range of IP addresses to scan by looking at
its peers in the linear chain, similar to the simple ping script discovery method. Isolated
endpoints are not scanned by default. Isolated endpoints are endpoints that are on an
isolated subnet, or appear to be on an isolated subnet because the endpoint has no peers.
For more information about isolated subnets, see Tanium Client Deployment Guide:
Configure "isolated subnets". To override this behavior, select the Enable Scanning on
Isolated Endpoints option when you configure the discovery method.
Use one of the following options for configuring Nmap scan discovery:
Host
Run Nmap scan discovery on the local subnet with default settings. If an ARP reply to
the target is found, the endpoint is listed as available. No operating system or open
port information is returned about the interfaces.
Host Discovery and OS fingerprint
Run Nmap scan discovery with default settings, same as the Host Discovery setting. By
default, OS fingerprinting scans about 1000 commonly used TCP ports on each
endpoint. You can specify your own list of TCP ports to scan and exclude with
advanced settings on the discovery method.
Supported platforms: Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, Solaris
Data Received: IP Address, MAC, Device Type, Hostname, Open Ports (includes most
commonly used 1000 ports as identified by Nmap, or from the list you specified), OS
Platform, OS Generation, and NAT IP Address
Network impact: The Nmap scan discovery method uses a sensor and package. The level of
network impact depends on the configuration.
Endpoint files: The Nmap discovery method installs the following files on Windows
endpoints. You might need to add exclusions for these files:
l

7za.exe: Extracts files.

l

nmap.zip: Runs scanning operations.

l

winpcap-nmap-4.13.exe and vcredist_x86.exe: Run on the endpoint and
add libraries that Nmap requires. These executable files run out of the Tanium
Client\Downloads\Action_<action_id> directory.
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On all platforms, the nmap.exe executable runs scanning operations from the Tanium
Client\Tools\Discover\nmap\ directory.
Limitations: The automatic scanning package distribution and configuration also must be
completed before discovery can begin. The package distribution takes about one and a half
times the configured reissue setting. For example, if you have the Nmap Scan discovery
method set to run every hour, unmanaged interfaces start to display in Discover after 1.5
hours. However, this cost of distribution is only incurred upon creation and update of the
Nmap discovery method.
Value on Interfaces pages: nmap

Managed interfaces
In addition to the discovery methods for unmanaged interfaces, interfaces that respond to
the Managed Assets saved question are created with a Computer ID value only.
Value on Interfaces pages: managed

Configure discovery methods
How often unmanaged interface information is imported into the Interfaces lists in Discover
is determined by the global Background Process Frequency setting. The frequency setting
of each discovery method configuration determines the currency of the data that is being
imported.

Prerequisites
You must have computer groups defined to specify a scope in which to run your discovery
method. To configure computer groups, click the main menu
Computer Groups.

, then Administration >

Procedure
1. (Optional) Configure the background process frequency. Click Settings
and edit
the Background Processes Frequency setting. This setting determines how often the
results from running discovery methods are imported to the Interfaces pages.
2. Click the Discovery Methods tab. To add a discovery method, click Add Discovery
Method. The settings vary depending on the discovery method that you select.
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If you are configuring simple ping script or Nmap discovery, you can specify whether
isolated endpoints should be scanned.
3. The results of discovery methods are imported on the reissue interval that you
defined. The results are imported on the interval that you defined for background
processing. To force an import of the results, click Discover Unmanaged Interfaces
on the Discover home page. When you click this button:
l
l

ARP discovery, Asset connections results are collected and imported.
Simple ping script and Nmap discovery active results are collected. If these
methods are not active on the endpoints, no results are collected.

IMPORTANT: Clicking Discover Unmanaged Interfaces does not force the
execution of the simple ping script or the Nmap discovery methods. The results
for those methods are gathered if they are already distributed and active on
the endpoints.
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What to do next
l

l

l

After you discover the unmanaged interfaces, you can bring them under management
by Tanium Discover. For more information, see Deploying Tanium Client to
unmanaged endpoints on page 25.
Manage your interfaces with labels. For more information, see Managing interfaces
on page 35.
Configure notifications for Discover events. For more information, see Configuring
Discover notifications on page 44.
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Deploying Tanium Client to unmanaged
endpoints
Discover Client Deploy 1.3.8
After you discover unmanaged endpoints through your configured discovery methods, you
can deploy the Tanium Client to the supported unmanaged endpoints to bring the
computers under management by Tanium Server.
IMPORTANT: In Discover 2.0 and later, you must install a separate solution to get the
Discover Client Deploy components. For more information, see Install Discover Client
Deploy solution on page 13.

Tanium Client deployment overview
The Tanium Client Deployment service runs as a Windows service on your Tanium Module
Server. You first configure this service and stage to the Module Server the versions of
Tanium Client installer that you want to deploy. After this initial configuration, you can
perform the deployment of Tanium Client to your targeted endpoints.
The client deployment process involves three basic steps: target, prepare, and deploy.
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Figure 1: Target Prepare Deploy
An example of how the deployment process might work follows:
1. Target: You target 30 computers that you believe are running the Windows operating
system. You also think that these 30 targeted endpoints also share the same
credentials and infrastructure keys.
2. Prepare: You configure the credentials, infrastructure keys, and other installation
options for the 30 targeted endpoints. For the specifics of preparing each type of
endpoint, see Prepare endpoints for deployment on page 30.
3. Deploy: After you review your settings and attempt to deploy, you might see that 20
of the targeted endpoints had the Tanium Client installed successfully. 10 of the
targeted endpoints had errors during the deployment process. For the 10 remaining
endpoints, you can review the logs and create another deployment with new settings.

Connection methods
On Windows, you can use either the PsExec or the Windows Management Instrumentation
Command-line (WMIC) utilities to deploy the Tanium Client to the unmanaged endpoints.
The PsExec utility generally performs faster, but you can use the WMIC option on
computers that initially return an Unknown OS during deployment.
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On Linux and Mac, use the SSH utility to deploy the Tanium Client.

Set up the Client Deployment service
To deploy the Tanium Client to unmanaged endpoints, configure the Client Deployment
service. The service runs on the Tanium Module Server.
1. (Discover 2.0 and later) Install the Discover Client Deploy solution.
In Discover 2.0 and later, you must install a separate solution to get the Discover
Client Deploy components. For more information, see Install Discover Client Deploy
solution on page 13.
2. Set up Discover Client Deployment.
Click Settings

and then the Client Deploy tab.

When the service configuration is successful, the page displays a message: The
Tanium Discover Client Deploy service is installed.

By default, the Client Deployment service starts the service as Local System, which is
compatible only with SSH and WMIC. PsExec requires administrative credentials. To
set up PsExec, see (Optional) Set up PsExec on Tanium Module Server on page 29.
3. Configure targeted infrastructures.
If you have your Tanium Server and Tanium Module Server running on the same
computer in a testing environment, you can use the Default infrastructure that is
already configured.
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If your Tanium Module Server and Tanium Server are on separate computers, as
recommended for production deployments, you must download the .pub file from
your Tanium Server and add it as a targeted infrastructure.
a. Download the.pub file from the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium
Server\ directory.
b. Click Add another target infrastructure and add the Tanium.pub file that you
downloaded from your Tanium Server.
If you have multiple Tanium Servers, such as for a production and lab environment,
you might set up multiple targeted infrastructures. You could run the deployment
from your lab infrastructure but have the resulting Tanium Client installations
connected with the production infrastructure.
4. Stage client installers.
For the Client Deployment Service to install Tanium Client on the unmanaged
endpoints, you must have a copy of the installer for each targeted client platform on
the Tanium Module Server.
l If your Tanium Module Server has Internet access, you can stage the installers
automatically.
Click the Stage button to put the installer on the Tanium Module Server. The
installers are copied into the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium
Module Server\services\clientdeploy\stage directory. When
the staging is complete, the row for the installer says Staged and includes the
file size for the installer.
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l

If your Tanium Module Server is in an air-gapped environment, you can upload
the installer. Click the Upload Client Installer link next to the platform installer
that you want to upload.

5. (Optional) In Discover 2.0 and later, if you want to use the PsExec command line
utility to deploy the Tanium Client to unmanaged interfaces, you must complete some
additional steps to set up PsExec on the Module Server. For more information, see
(Optional) Set up PsExec on Tanium Module Server on page 29.

(Optional) Set up PsExec on Tanium Module Server
PsExec performs faster than WMIC to install the Tanium Client on Windows endpoints.
However, with Discover 2.0 and later you must perform a few extra configuration steps to
set up PsExec on your Tanium Module Server. PsExec requires administrative credentials
and cannot be run as the default local system.
1. Download the pstools.zip file from Microsoft TechNet: PsExec.
2. Expand the archive file. Copy the psexec.exe file to the: \Program
Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\clientdeploy
directory.
3. Update the Tanium Client Deploy service ownership to an Administrator.
a. Open Windows services. From the Windows Start Menu, click Run. Type
services.msc and click OK.
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b. Find the Tanium Client Deploy service in the list. Right-click the service and
select Properties.
c. In the Log On tab, set the account that is running the service to be an
administrator user on the Tanium Module Server. Click Apply.

d. Restart the Tanium Client Deploy service.

Prepare endpoints for deployment
To deploy the Tanium Client installer, you must enable the target endpoints for remote
software installation.

Configure Windows computers
CAUTION: The use of PsExec and WMIC by Tanium Client Deployment can result in
credential exposure. Windows credential handling during logon events might expose
user name and password in command line arguments on the source system that is
initiating the deployment, and in memory on the remotely accessed endpoints. To
protect credentials that are used for client deployment, use one of the following
options:
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l
l

Use a temporary account that is removed after deployment.
Disable or change the password for the account after client deployment is
complete.

l

Enable Remote Procedure Call (RPC).

l

Enable File and Print Sharing.

l

l

Disable any host-based firewalls or other security tools on the endpoint that might
interfere with a remote installation initiated through RPC.
Verify that you can log in to the remote system with PsExec or WMIC command line
utilities with the same credentials you are planning to use for the Tanium Client
Deployment. For example:
psexec \\192.168.1.130 -u Administrator -p myp@ssW0rd cmd /c dir
C:\Users\Administrator\Documents

Configure Linux or Macintosh computers
l
l

l

l

Enable SSH and verify that it is running. Configuring SSH also enables file sharing.
Disable any host-based firewalls or other security tools on the endpoint that might
interfere with a remote installation that is initiated through SSH.
If you are using the root account to install, make sure the sshd_config allows root
login.
Verify that you can log in to the remote system with SSH, using the same credentials
you are planning to use for the Tanium Client Deployment.

Deploy Tanium Client
After you configure the Client Deploy service and prepare your endpoints, you can start
deploying Tanium Client to your unmanaged interfaces.
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1. Target endpoints.

In Discover, go to an interfaces view. For example, click Interfaces > All Unmanaged
Interfaces. Select the interfaces to which you want to deploy the Tanium Client and
click Deploy Tanium Client.
2. Prepare deployment settings.
a. In the Credentials for Targeted Endpoints section, set the user name and
password that you want to use to log in to the targeted endpoints.
b. In the Client Installer and Connection method section, create the following
configuration:
l Choose the Connection Method that you want to use to install.
l

l

Specify the Tanium Server information (Server Name, Server Port, and
Infrastructure) with which you want the targeted interfaces to connect.
The Infrastructure field displays only if you have multiple infrastructures
defined.
After the deployment completes, the Tanium Client that is installed on the
targeted interface communicates with the Tanium Server that you
specified, and uses the .pub file to validate messages that come from
the Tanium Server.
(Optional) Define Advanced Client Options for your Tanium Client
installation, including the version, logging, and installation path.
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3. Deploy Tanium Client to selected interfaces.
a. In the Selected Interfaces for the Tanium Client Deployment section, review the
number of endpoints that are selected and click the Deploy button. As the
deployment runs, the status of how many endpoints have received the Tanium
Client is updated on the page.
Tip: You can navigate away from the page during the deployment process
and review the results later.
b. Review the results of the deployment.
To view the status of a client deployment later, click Client Deployment
> Deployment Status. The deployment status shows how many of the
deployments succeeded, and the errors that occurred with the failed
deployments. To view the error logs for an interface, select the interface and
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click View Logs.

c. Try the deployment process again on the failed deployments.
From the Deployment Status page, select the interfaces and click Redeploy.
Clicking this button creates a new deployment for the selected interfaces. From
there, you can update the deployment settings and run the deployment process
again. This new deployment displays as a child deployment on the Deployment
Status page.

Results
After the next background process import runs, interfaces that have the Tanium
Client and are reporting to the Tanium Server are listed on the Managed Interfaces
page.
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Managing interfaces
After you discover your interfaces, the managed interfaces have Tanium Client installed and
are listed in the Interfaces pages with a red icon

. Unmanaged interfaces are listed with a

gray icon
. Interfaces can be easier to manage if you apply labels to split them into
logical groups. You might create labels based on the following attributes:
Region
Label interfaces to group them by physical location.
Organization and team
Label interfaces to identify the department that owns them.
Device type
Label interfaces to classify them into management groups. For example, you can label
laptop computers as mobile devices.
Devices excluded from management
Label devices that are not managed by Tanium. For example: printers, IP phones, and
networking devices such as routers and switches.

Customize lists of interfaces
On the Interfaces pages, you can view your interfaces in many different ways (managed
interfaces, unmanaged interfaces, labeled interfaces, and so on). You can customize and
filter these views, then export the results to a .csv file.
l

l

To customize an Interfaces page, click the menu
on a column. From there, you
can sort the results on that column, add columns to the data grid, and filter the
results.
To export the current data grid of interfaces to a .csv file, click export data

.

Label interfaces manually
You can define multiple labels for a single interface. Label information is stored with your
inventory in Discover and is preserved from one scan to the next.
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Create labels
You can label interfaces in several of the views. Select the interfaces that you want to label
and then click the Label button. From there, you can create a label or apply an existing
label to the selected interfaces.

To create a label from the Labels page, click Create.

Manage labels
After you define labels and assign them to your interfaces, you might want to change or
remove labels. You can manage your labels in the Labels view.
l
l

View all labels on the Labels page.
Click a label to view the label details. If you delete a label, the label is removed from
all the related interfaces.
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Ignore interfaces
Ignoring an interface removes it from the list of interfaces and adds it to the list on the
Ignored Interfaces page. An interface that is ignored is not included in views or counts
other than the Ignored Interfaces page. To ignore interfaces, select interfaces and click the
Ignore button, or create an automatic label to ignore interfaces. If you want to start
tracking an interface again, you can update the interface on the Ignored Interfaces page.

Automatically label interfaces
When you have many interfaces to label, you might want to consider setting up automatic
labeling on your interfaces. Automatic labels are applied to interfaces each time the
discover unmanaged interfaces operation runs. In addition to applying a label on
interfaces, you can also set actions to ignore, purge, or send notifications on the interfaces
that match the conditions of the label.
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1. Set up automatic labeling with one of the following methods:
l When you create the label, change the type to Automatic Label.
l

To make an existing label automatic, open the label in the Labels view, then
click Edit. Change the type to Automatic Label.

2. Add conditions on which to apply the label. The conditions include Computer ID,
Device Type, Discovery Method, First Seen, Hostname, IP Address, Mac address,
Model, NAT IP Address, Last Discovered, Last Managed, Last Seen, Model, Open Ports,
OS Generation, OS Platform, Previous Computer ID, and Labels.
Note: The Open Ports condition is valid only with Nmap discovery. This
condition is associated with the most common 1000 ports that get scanned by
Nmap.
3. Set an activity that runs when the conditions in the label are matched.
l

Label: Apply a label to the interface.

l

Ignore: Add the interface to the list of Ignored Interfaces.

l

Notify: Send a notification about the interface.

l

Purge: Remove interfaces that match the criteria from the Discover database.
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Labeling is applied to interfaces each time the results from the discovery methods are
imported.
After you make a label automatic, the color of the label in the Interface Labels view is
displayed in a darker gray color. If the label is set to ignore, it displays as red.

Example: Automatically ignore or purge interfaces based on last
discovered date
To handle situations with ephemeral devices that go quickly on and off of the
network, you can set up an automatic label that either moves the interface to the
Ignored Interfaces page, or removes the interface from Discover.
For example, you might want to ignore any interfaces that have not been discovered
in the last 60 days. To set up this label, select: Last Discovered, Older Than, 60 days
as the conditions, and choose Ignore as the label activity.
To remove an interface, choose Purge as the label activity. Purging an interface
completely removes all historical information about that interface from Discover. If
you want to maintain some historical information about the interface, consider using
the Ignore label activity.

Example: Automatically label interfaces by using a wildcard character
You can use an underscore (_) character as a wild card in your automatic labels.
For example, you might want to filter the labeling on your interfaces by MAC address.
You might have the following MAC addresses:
02-0F-B5-61-AB-01
02-0F-B5-38-1F-39
02-0F-B5-98-5B-69
02-0F-B5-55-0C-21
02-0F-B5-32-FA-E1

You can set up an automatic label: Mac Address contains B5-3_that matches the following interfaces:
02-0F-B5-38-1F-39
02-0F-B5-32-FA-E1

Block network access
If you have a Network Access Control (NAC) solution such as Palo Alto Networks
Dynamic Address Group, Discover can send a request to the NAC to block network
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access for the unmanaged interface. The interface is isolated so that you can
investigate and remediate the interface.
Discover uses Tanium Connect™ (Connect) to configure a networking device to block
and unblock access to the network by an unmanaged interface.
Note: The following steps are shown using Connect 4, but the steps for
configuring blocking and unblocking connections with previous versions of
Connect are similar.

Configure connections for blocking and unblocking
To configure both blocking and unblocking, you must configure two separate
connections. Repeat these steps to configure two different connections: a connection
for blocking and a connection for unblocking. The Label value on both connections
must be identical.
1. Select the connection destination.
From the Discover Home page, click Optional Steps, and in Configure Blocking,
click Palo Alto Networks Dynamic Address Group. The Create Connection page
opens in Connect. The blocking connection is pre-configured with default
settings.
2. Name the connection.
In General Information section, confirm that Enable is selected.

3. Configure the source and destination.

a. In the Source section, the Event source is selected by default.
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b. In the Event Group field, the Discover Blocking option is selected by
default. To configure blocking, select Discover Blocking. To configure
unblocking, select Discover Unblocking.
c. In the Destination section, accept the default destination of Dynamic
Address Group.
d. In the Select operation field:
To configure blocking, select Add.
To configure unblocking, select Remove.
e. Configure the Host, User Name, and Password for your firewall device.
f. For the Label field, enter a text string to label the IP address of the
interface to be blocked or unblocked. The Palo Alto Network firewall
defines a Dynamic Address Group (DAG) based on this label. A blocking
policy is applied to the DAG. You must use the exact same Label value for
the blocking and unblocking connections.
4. (Optional) Filter the data.
You can optionally filter for new items, regular expressions, numeric operators,
or unique values from data columns. For more information, see Tanium
Connect User Guide: Filtering options.
5. Confirm successful creation of the connection.
a. Return to the Discover Home page.
b. In Optional Steps, check for the green checkmark next to Configure
Blocking. This checkmark confirms the successful creation of the
connection.

Example: Block and unblock connections
When the configuration is complete, you have two connections for blocking and
unblocking interfaces. Both connections have similar settings for the server
configuration and labels.
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Deploy block and unblock actions
After you configure a network device for blocking or unblocking, a checkmark is
displayed on the Discover Home page to show that the Block actions are available.
The Block action is available in most interface views.
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1. On an Interfaces page, select one or more interfaces that you want to block or
unblock.
2. Click Block or Unblock. The menu displays the available blocking connections.
3. Select the blocking connection you want to use. If the blocking action starts
successfully, a success message is displayed.
To follow the progress of the blocking action, click the MAC address of the targeted
interface to open the Single Interface view and look at the Notes section. Click refresh
to get the latest status of the action.
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Configuring Discover notifications
You can send data notifications about Discover events to destinations such as email, SIEM,
or Splunk. Discover uses a Tanium™ Connect connection to configure notifications for the
following Discover events:
l

l

l

l

Rules notification: Configure a notification based on your configured automatic
labels.
New unmanaged asset: Discover found a new unmanaged interface in your
environment. This behavior is controlled by the pre-configured New Unmanaged
Interface label.
New managed asset: Discover found a new managed endpoint in your environment.
This behavior is controlled by the pre-configured New Managed Endpoint label.
Lost asset: Discover found an unmanaged interface that was formerly managed. For
an interface to be marked as lost, the interface must not show up in the Managed
Interfaces page for one day, but show up as a result of active discovery methods in
the last 4 hours (Nmap scan, connections, or simple ping script). This behavior is
controlled by the pre-configured Lost Interface label. To update the conditions that
determine a lost interface, change the default settings for the Lost Interface label.

Prerequisites
l

l

You must have Connect installed. For more information, see Installing Tanium
Connect.
Verify that the automatic labels you are using for the notifications are configured to
provide the correct data. For more information about automatic labels, see
Automatically label interfaces on page 37.

Configure notifications in Connect
1. Create the connection.
a. From the Discover home page, in the Optional Steps section, click the Discover
Notifications link.
b. The Create Connection page opens in Connect. The connection is preconfigured with some default settings.
2. Name the connection.
In General Connection Information, confirm that Enable Connection is selected.
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3. Configure the data source.
a. In Data Source, the Event source with the Discover Notifications option is
already selected.

b. Select one or more Discover events for which to send notifications.
4. (Optional) Filter the data.
You can optionally filter for new items, regular expressions, numeric operators, or
unique values from data columns.
Consider filtering if you selected the Rules Notification event type for notification. By
default, this event type sends notifications for all your configured automatic labels.
You might consider using a regular expression to filter the label name.
5. Configure the connection destination.
Select any of the connection destinations that are listed in the Select Destination
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menu. Common choices for notifications include Email, SIEM, and Splunk. However,
you can use any of the available destinations. For more information, see Tanium
Connect User Guide. Complete the required fields and click Create.
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Troubleshooting
To collect and send information to Tanium for troubleshooting, collect log and other
relevant information.

Collect logs
The information is saved as a compressed (.zip) file that you can download with your
browser.
1. From the Discover home page, click help

, then the Troubleshooting tab.

2. Click Collect.
A discover-support.[timestamp].zip file downloads to the local
download directory.
3. Attach the .zip file to your Tanium Support case form or send it to your TAM.
Tanium Discover maintains logging information in the discover.log file in the
\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\discover
directory.

View Discover scan ranges
You might want to see the ranges that are scanned before you run discovery, or to
troubleshoot discovery that has already run. To see the calculated gaps between the
managed interfaces, use Discover Scan Range and Discover Scan Range - Unix sensors. The
Discover Scan Range - Unix sensor is for Solaris and AIX platforms.
For example you might use the question: Get Computer Name and Operating System and
Tanium Client IP Address and Discover Scan Range and Discover Scan Range Unix from all machines.

The results display the range between each of the managed
endpoints and its forward and backward peers.

Why is the number of managed interfaces higher than the system status?
If you compare the number of managed interfaces in Discover, you might notice that the
number is often higher than the number of Tanium Clients that are reported on the System
Status page.
This disparity is expected. Interfaces are unique MAC addresses. One Tanium Client with
multiple network interface controllers (NICs) displays as multiple interfaces in Discover.
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